FREEWAY SERVICE PATROL
DRIVER OF THE 1st QUARTER-2007
DRIVER: Ricardo Ramirez #6481

DATE: 05-01-07

TOW CONTRACTOR: Sierra Hart Auto Center
After careful consideration of all FSP drivers’ performance during the 1st quarter, Officer
Castaneda and I are pleased to recommend Mr. Ricardo Ramirez for the SAFE Driver of
the Quarter award. Ricardo was a former FSP driver in the Los Angeles area and has
been with the Sacramento program since February of 2006. Ricardo quickly adapted to
the Sacramento area proving himself to be a reliable and independent FSP operator.
Ricardo has outstanding scene management and personal safety skills. Whether it is
assisting a motorist who ran out of gas, or being the first responder at the scene of a
major injury traffic collision, Ricardo responds with the confidence of a true professional.
Ricardo stresses quick assists, but always keeps safety in mind. I have had the pleasure
of working with Ricardo and can attest to his dedication, professionalism, and his
easygoing demeanor.
During the 1st quarter of 2007, Ricardo patrolled U.S. 50 from 59th st. to Jefferson Blvd.
This elevated portion of the freeway is commonly known as the WX freeway. This busy
portion of freeway has narrow shoulders and multiple freeway transitions, making for a
dangerous and busy place to work. I have personally seen Ricardo at multiple traffic
collisions that he handled in an exemplary manner, making him an outstanding
representative for the program.
Ricardo’s interactions with the public are also friendly and efficient. The Sacramento
Transportation Authority and the thankful motorists rated Ricardo’s service as excellent.
It is clear Ricardo enjoys his job and takes great pride in his work. He keeps a sharp
appearance, thus he receives high marks for his uniform and grooming on cursory
inspections. Ricardo is very dependable and has an exemplary attendance record. We
are proud to have Ricardo representing the FSP program. He is a model driver and an
excellent choice for the driver of the quarter award.

Trevor Risbry, #16419
FSP Supervisor
cc: Sierra Hart Auto Center

